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LOW-TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEATOF Ce-Ni-Ge COMPOUNDSAND THEIR NONMAGNETIC ANALOGUES �A.P. Pikula, D. Kazorowskia, H. Mihorb, P. RoglA. Czopnika, Yu. Grind, E. Bauerb and G. HilsherbaInstitute of Low Temperature and Struture ResearhPolish Aademy of Sienes, P.O.Box 1410, 50-950 Wroªaw, PolandbInstitut für Festkörperphysik, Tehnishe Universität WienA-1040 Wien, AustriaInstitut für Physikalishe Chemie, Universität Wien, A-1090 Wien, AustriadMax-Plank-Institut für Chemishe Physik fester Sto�e01187 Dresden, Germany(Reeived July 10, 2002)The spei� heat of CeNiGe3, Ce2Ni3Ge5, Ce3NiGe2 and Ce3Ni2Ge7and their isostrutural analogues with La or Y was studied in the tem-perature range 2.5�70 K. For all the Ce-based ompounds Cp(T ) exhibitspronouned �-shaped peaks at the magneti phase transitions. In the para-magneti range Kondo and Shottky terms notably ontribute to the totalspei� heat. In the ordered region, Cp(T ) is dominated by a spin-waveontribution. The harateristi Kondo and RKKY energy sales in all theompounds are estimated to be of similar magnitude.PACS numbers: 75.20.Hr, 75.30.MbThe reent disovery of pressure-indued superondutivity in CeNi2Ge2[1℄ has stimulated investigations on several other phases from the ternaryCe-Ni-Ge system. In this paper we report the results of spei� heat mea-surements arried out on CeNiGe3, Ce2Ni3Ge5, Ce3NiGe2 and Ce3Ni2Ge7,whih omplete our omprehensive studies on bulk magneti [2℄ and ele-trial transport [3℄ behaviour of these ompounds. All the Ce-based phasesand their isostrutural analogues with La and Y were prepared and hekedin a manner desribed previously [3℄. The spei� heat was measured inthe temperature range 2.5�70 K by employing an adiabati step-heatingtehnique.� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1235)
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Fig. 1. (a), (d) Spei� heat of (Ce/La)3Ni2Ge7 and (Ce/La)2Ni3Ge5. The arrowsmark magneti phase transitions. Insets: Cp(T ) vs T 2 for La ompounds. (b), (e)Non-lattie spei� heat and entropy vs T (left and right axes, respetively). Thedashed lines represent the eletroni, Kondo and Shottky ontributions. The thiksolid lines are �ts to Eq. (1). (), (f) Low-temperature �C. The solid lines are�ts to Eq. (2). Insets: estimation of the Kondo temperatures aording to Ref. [7℄and [8℄.The magneti phase transitions in CeNiGe3, Ce2Ni3Ge5, Ce3NiGe2 andCe3Ni2Ge7 manifest themselves in Cp(T ) as pronouned �-shaped peaksat TN;C = 5.5, 5.1, 6.2 and 7.5 K, respetively. As an example, Fig. 1displays the results obtained for Ce3Ni2Ge7 and Ce2Ni3Ge5 (the data for



Low-Temperature Spei� Heat of Ce-Ni-Ge Compounds. . . 1237CeNiGe3 and Ce3NiGe2 will be given elsewhere). In the ase of Ce2Ni3Ge5a subsequent order�order transition is seen at T1 = 4.4 K in agreement withRef. [4℄. Tiny anomalies in Cp(T ) at about 10 K may result from a smallamount of magneti impurity, presumably Ce2NiGe6 [5℄.The Cp(T ) urves for the La(Y)-based phases are typial for nonmagnetimetals (see Fig. 1). The experimental data below 10 K follow the depen-dene Cp = T + �T 3 with the Sommerfeld oe�ients  of the order of afew mJmol�1K�2 and the Debye temperatures of about 300 K. Assumingthat the phonon ontribution to the spei� heat, Cph, of the nonmagnetianalogues is a good approximation of Cph in the Ce ompounds, the non-lattie ontribution �C = Cp�Cph was extrated, as shown in Fig. 1. Thenthe �C urves were analysed in the paramagneti region as a sum�C = Cel + CK + CSh; (1)were the subsequent terms denote the eletroni, Kondo and Shottky spe-i� heat, respetively. For Cel(T ) a simple proportionality Cel = pT wasassumed. The Kondo ontribution CK(T ) with the harateristi tempera-ture TK was applied, as derived theoretially by Desgranges and Shotte [6℄.For CSh(T ) a doublet�doublet rystal �eld sheme with an energy gap �CEFwas adopted for Ce3Ni2Ge7 and Ce2Ni3Ge5, beause the magnitude of themagneti entropy at 50 K is for both ompounds only slightly larger thanR ln 2 (see Fig. 1). In the ase of CeNiGe3 a doublet�doublet sheme ap-peared to be not appropriate and the third doublet originated from the2F5=2 Ce3+ ground multiplet was taken into aount. In turn, �C(T ) forCe3NiGe2 does not reveal any lear Shottky ontribution and thus the CShterm was negleted. Fitting the experimental spei� heat urves to Eq. (1)yielded the parameters p, �CEF and TK given in Table I. It is worthwhilenoting that for all the ompounds the values of �CEF and TK are lose tothose estimated from the eletrial resistivity data [3, 4℄. TABLE IThe spei� heat harateristis for the Ce�based ompounds.param. region ord. regionCompound p �CEF TK � � A� mJmolCeK2� (K) (K) � mJmolCeK2� (K) � mJmolCeK5�CeNiGe3 45 116, 163 4.5 193 4 9.1Ce2Ni3Ge5 4 173 4.7 504 17 6.4Ce3NiGe2 25 � 12 � � �Ce3Ni2Ge7 10 148 5.2 78 10 1.1For omparison the Kondo temperatures have also been alulated fromthe magneti entropy S at TN;C [7℄ and the spei� heat jump ÆC at TN;C [8℄
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